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The Marketable Global Executive
On September 26, 2002, the Center on Japanese
Economy and Business, together with the student-run
Columbia Women in Business Association and Japan
Business Association, cosponsored a distinguished
lecture featuring Ms. Sakie Fukushima. Ms. Fukushima
is Senior Client Partner and Regional Managing Director
of Japan at Korn/Ferry International. Ms. Fukushima
presented an overview of Korn/Ferry International’s
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Japan operations, and recent changes and trends in
the Japanese labor market. She identified what global
executives are and why they are important as “agents
of change” in the Japanese and global market place,
what it takes to become a marketable global executive,
and the roles global executives and leadership teams
play in successful mergers and acquisitions. Hugh Patrick,
Director of the Center on Japanese Economy and Business,
moderated the discussion. This report is a summary of
Ms. Fukushima’s presentation.
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Korn/Ferry International-Japan
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Many Japanese
companies are
currently at the
maturation stage of
their corporate lifecycle,
requiring experts
and change agents
as leaders.

orn/Ferry International is one of the
largest retainer-based executive search
firms in the world—and the largest in Japan.
It has been in the market for 33 years, and
in Japan for nearly 30 years. It has over 74
offices in 36 countries with 1,700 employees around the world. The Firm offers three
main services: Executive Search, which is
the mainstay of its business; Futurestep, an
Internet-based mid-level recruiting service;
and Strategic Management Assessment and
Executive Coaching, which consists of a
leadership team assessment and coaching
service. The Japanese operation of Korn/Ferry
was established in 1973 and, interestingly,
was the second office Korn/Ferry established
outside the United States Korn/Ferry
International-Japan has six specialty practices:
Finance; Advanced Technology/Professional
Services; Consumer/Retail; Industrial;
Entertainment/Media; and Life Sciences
(Health Care). Advanced Technology/
Professional Services and Finance represent
almost 50 percent of Korn/Ferry’s clients by
industry in Japan.

The Japanese Labor Market
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he increase in inward foreign direct
investment (including mergers and
acquisitions) has changed the Japanese labor
market in both demand and supply. On the
demand side, multinational companies are
competing intensely to hire global executives
globally, including in Japan. For the last three
years, more Japanese companies are joining
this “war for talent.” Japanese companies
have traditionally not hired senior executives
from outside but, recently, first section-listed
companies on the Tokyo Stock Exchange
have begun using Korn/Ferry International
to recruit senior executives from outside,
which is a very new trend. This trend is due
to the “gaishi-ization” of Japanese companies, which has caused them, in turn, to
reevaluate their success model of Japanese
management practices, including corporate
governance, lifetime employment, and the
seniority-based promotion and pay system.
Many Japanese companies are currently
at the maturation stage of their corporate
lifecycle, requiring experts and change agents
as leaders. While helping both Japanese and
foreign-affiliated companies in Japan over
the last twelve years, I have realized that the
type of leadership required during different
stages of the corporate life cycle varies.
During the start-up stage, a company needs
an entrepreneur who can roll up his/her
sleeves and manage a small team of focused,

creative people. After a company recruits
approximately 100 employees, it is necessary to hire someone who can bring in and
install systems, such as a human resource
and finance system, and manage an organization. As the company continues to grow
and stabilize, it becomes necessary to
hire an innovator or “change agent.” The
requirements of this person are different
from those of an entrepreneur because they
must be able to change the organization.
They need to be skilled in process change
management. After some time, the company
may spin off into smaller units, and an
entrepreneur is needed again. Currently,
many major Japanese companies are at the
stage in their corporate life cycle that requires
innovation, and they come to Korn/Ferry
seeking change agents. As a result, Japanese
companies have begun to hire outside
change agents to introduce new ideas and
systems. Korn/Ferry has for many years
helped Japanese companies operating outside of Japan to recruit local executives, but
in recent years we have seen a new trend in
Japan of recruiting from outside. Some of
the positions we have helped fill include
marketing directors, chief executives, and
financial and technology officers in Japan
who are non-Japanese.
On the supply side, the mindset of
Japanese executives is changing. It was
very difficult for us to recruit capable
Japanese from major Japanese companies in
the past. For example, when I started working at Korn/Ferry in 1991, when I would
make a “cold call” to a prospective candidate working in a major Japanese company,
only one or two out of ten executives would
be willing to meet with us—even though
many of them had received MBAs from
abroad or had worked in the overseas operation of their company. Recently, eight or
nine out of ten potential candidates I call
indicate interest in meeting with us and
thinking about the opportunity to move to
another organization. This means that the
image of changing jobs is improving, as is
the image of gaishi (foreign-affiliated companies). In the past, Japanese executives
were not interested in moving to gaishi
because of the negative image connected
to these companies. These include kaiko
(firing), kitsui (demanding), and kyoso
(competition). However, the image of changing jobs is becoming less negative due to
the lower opportunity costs associated with
leaving a major Japanese company. Gaishi
are now considered to be attractive job opportunities in part because of faster promotion
and higher performance-based pay.

Most importantly, the definition of a
successful career path in Japan is changing.
The traditional career path included going
to a major Japanese university and then
joining a government agency or a major
Japanese company like Mitsubishi or Mitsui,
where one moves up gradually in the organization. The diversification of job opportunities
is now very much a part of the changing
mindset of many young Japanese employees.
Approximately 70 percent of new college
graduates joining Japanese companies say
that they may change companies in the
future. This is a significant change compared
to five or ten years ago. Another interesting
trend is that younger Japanese prefer meritbased pay to set salary so they can be rewarded
based on their performance.
Journalists often ask me whether my job
is becoming easier because of these changes
and new trends in Japan. The answer is “no.”
We still face major challenges. While the
demand (companies and clients) for global
change agent executives keeps increasing,
the supply side (employees, candidates,
job seekers) still comprises very domestic,
traditional executives. So there is a huge
mismatch between demand and supply. The
number of truly global Japanese executives,
who can function well anywhere in the
world, is small.

Global Executives
as Agents of Change

G

lobal change agent executives are
individuals, regardless of nationality
and gender, who can work effectively across
country borders, who possess professional
skills that transcend their specific organization, and who are problem solvers and change
agents. It is very difficult to find such individuals, particularly among Japanese. When
we meet with clients we discuss the position
and the requirements for the position. I usually divide the requirements into professional
and personal attributes. Professional attributes
include professional experience and professional skills. I also divide personal attributes
into two categories: basic competencies and
personality. Based on my experience with
companies trying to recruit executives, it
is important for the global executive to be
multi-lingual, multi-cultural, and have good
crisis-management abilities. To help close
the current gap between supply and demand,
Korn/Ferry takes into consideration candidates
who are foreign nationals with Japan expertise
(including fluency in the Japanese language),
overseas returnees, women, management
consultants, and candidates from other
industries (for example, recruiting consumer

marketing professionals from EMCG
companies to join retail companies).
There are several ways for organizations
to develop marketable global executives.
First, they can develop an executive’s core
skills and competencies, such as expertise
in finance, human resources, marketing, etc.
Second, they can give their executives training overseas, including language training.
Third, they can train executives to become
entrepreneurial by encouraging them to
think like a company president. This simulation is very good preparation to move into
a more senior role and to think strategically.
Fourth, they can encourage executives to
become familiar with Western logic by making presentations and attending international
conferences. Fifth, they can foster the executives to think creatively and develop their
problem solving skills. Sixth, they need to
be aware of the executive’s market value
and provide challenging career opportunities
on that basis.
I encourage individuals, as well as
corporations, to consider outside opportunities every five years as a way to assess what
the company is lacking and how much an
executive is worth in the market. To become
a marketable global executive individual
executives should envision where they would
like to be in three to five years, identify and
make a list of the skills required to be in that
position, reevaluate their skills inventory,
and make their own program to acquire the
necessary skills.

The definition
of a successful
career path in
Japan is changing.

M&A and FDI in Japan:
Agents of Change

O

ne of the main driving forces of change
in Japan is the recent increase in foreign
direct investment (FDI) and mergers and
acquisitions (M&A). A key factor for a successful M&A in Japan is selecting the right
leader or leadership team as the “change
agent(s).” Some of the factors influencing
the selection of the appropriate leadership
team/change agent are the following: (1) the
type of M&A and whether the share of ownership is equal or unequal; (2) the cultural
and political context in which the M&A is
being done; and (3) the brand hierarchy (i.e.,
if a company with low brand positioning
in the Japanese market acquires a high-end
branded goods company, the best team to
manage the new company may be the leader
from the acquired, i.e., the high-end branded
goods company. In the end, the leader/
leadership team should be the best team
to accomplish the mission of the M&A.
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